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EURAXESS Contact Point Coverage Area: Within the institution only Unter den Linden 6 Berlin, 10099 Germany ... Access to the culture of the host country / language courses Accommodation Banking Day care, schooling and family related issues Conditions of departure / formalities Conditions of entry / visa Health insurance Pension rights Labor allow
International Scientific Services (ISS) support researchers and doctoral candidates from abroad and help them to settle into university and city life. International scientific services want to ensure that the time of our international guests in Humboldt-Universität and Berlin gets off to a good start. We help them take care of all the important non-ademic jobs they
will face before arrival and for the first few weeks after the arrival of scientists. We support them during their stay and also advise them on what you need to do before they leave Berlin. Humboldt University of Berlin (German: Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin) is one of Berlin's oldest universities, founded in 1810 as the University of Berlin (Universität zu Berlin)
by the liberal Prussian educational reformer and linguist Wilhelm von Humboldt, whose university model strongly influenced other European and Western universities. From 1828 he was known as Frederick William University (Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität) and later (unofficially) as Universität unter den Linden after its location. In 1949, he changed his name
to Humboldt-Universität in honor of the founder of Wilhelm and his brother, geographer Alexander von Humboldt. In 2012, Humboldt University of Berlin was one of eleven German universities to win at the German Universities Excellence Initiative, a national competition for universities organized by the German federal government. The university has
educated 29 Nobel Prizes and is considered one of the most prestigious universities in Europe overall, as well as one of the most prestigious universities in the world for arts and humanities. By department / school / faculty by type of information Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin | Humboldt Graduate | Doctorate without a program In Germany, a doctoral
doctorate as a doctoral student is more traditional than a Doctorate as part of a doctoral program. Although there are more than fifty structured doctoral programs, most doctoral candidates at Humboldt-Universität are still in this classic one-to-one relationship with their supervisor. Such a doctorate has certain advantages, i.e. doctoral candidates otherwise
have more freedom to choose the topic of their work and are less limited in the time frame. Regardless of whether students decide on an individual doctorate or want to join a structured program, it is important to have a very good master's degree. If you intend to take the traditional route, you should contact the professor in the subject where you want to do
your research. He or she will inform you of further requests. Information General information about Doctoral candidates is also available through the Doctorate portal Humboldt-Universität. Information about the network of doctoral candidates in Humboldt-Universität and their activities that you will find on their homepage. General information about the
Doctorate in Germany can be found here. Key qualification offers for individual doctoral candidates Humboldt Graduate School offers courses and workshops for all doctoral candidates as Last Minute-Offers (mostly in English). Berufliche Weiterbildung from Humboldt-Universität offers courses for doctoral candidates of all disciplines (mainly in German).
Conflict Counselling Conflict Counselling is open to all Doctoral candidates Humboldt-Universität. In Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin there are two different ways to get a Doctorate: individual doctorates or structured doctoral programs. Individual Doctorate Individual Doctorates are the traditional and most common type of doctoral program in Germany. This
method of doctoral study provides a high degree of flexibility for shaping the scientific topic and time frame. To achieve an individual doctorate at Humboldt-Universität, you need the individual support of a professor to act as your doctoral supervisor (physician father or doctor's mother). It will be your initiative and responsibility to search directly for the
appropriate supervisor. You can submit your full application regarding your research interest to the appropriate professor. It is important that you choose a supervisor with a similar research field/theme as your intended doctorate.  If the professor is interested, he will reply to your email in due course. Structured doctoral programs Structured doctoral programs
have a fixed duration, usually three years. PhD candidates are supervised individually and conduct research within a group of colleagues in their scientific field. There is also a complementary curriculum aside from the doctoral program. Applications must be submitted directly to the programme. More information Apply now Learn more about this opportunity:
Official website To learn how to write a RESUME, Essays, personal statement and know about the recommendations of the letter click here: Marj3 recommended links This scholarship published by: Rania Khalaf / Egypt Reviewed by Salma Aittaleb / Morocco MARJ3 Internal MARJ3 Scholarship Team Two hundred years ago, in 1810, Wilhelm von Humboldt
vision of a new type of university became a reality. The newly established Prussian alma mater was the first to introduce a unity of research and teaching, maintain the ideal of research without limitation and provide comprehensive education to its students. These principles of Wilhelm von Humboldt a select group of contemporaries quickly became a general
practice worldwide. A new era of university and academic research has begun. Humboldt's ideal of cohabitation of research and teaching has become a model for universities around the world. At the heart of this model is the idea of research-oriented teaching and transfer of knowledge from the spirit of research. Students and teachers are teaming up in an
effort to critically examine traditional knowledge bodies and actively improve learning. For this reason, Humboldt-Universität promotes social and communicative competences among all its members and supports their initiatives wherever it can. Since its inception, Humboldt-Universität has been a universitas litterarum that accepts all major scientific
disciplines in humanities and artistic, social and cultural sciences, mathematics and natural sciences, medicine and agricultural sciences. The profile of Humboldt's research is reflected in clusters of excellence, ten DFG collaborative research centres and in 13 training research groups where Humboldt-Universität has coordination functions. Humboldt-
Universität also plays a significant role in the DFG research centre Matheon. Aware of the growing need for interdisciplinary research, Humboldt began setting up ad hoc integrative research institutes and interdisciplinary centers across faculty boundaries, some of which include collaborative research centers. QS World University Rankings by
TopUniversities QS World University Rankings is one of the best international rankings measuring the popularity and performance of universities around the world. They measure university reputation based on impressions of higher education professionals, companies that employ graduates and the quality of teaching. QS also looks at the ratio of international
teachers to students present at universities, as well as Times research papers mentioned by researchers. After calculating and comparing these criteria, QS ranks universities accordingly. World University Rankings by Times Higher Education World University Rankings is a vital resource that provides a definitive list of the world's best universities. They look
at how often they produce new ideas, what their reputation is around the world and how much they contribute to science and academic fields. After calculating and comparing these criteria, the U.S. ranks universities accordingly. Best Global Universities Rankings by U.S. News &amp; World Report Best Global Universities Rankings by U.S. News &amp;
World Report presents all the best universities from the U.S. and 60 other countries in the world. They measure the rate of students going to their second year of study, as well as the rate of students graduating. It also asks university representatives about the university's performance and evaluates resources, teacher salaries, graduation rates, student
academic achievements and satisfaction. After calculating and comparing these criteria, U.S. News ranks top international universities accordingly. Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin considers itself a public institution that offers a wide range of services. Thus, central information service supports users in finding a path between more than 5,000 addresses and
approximately 100 public events each month. Further services are provided by the University's central institutions, such as a library of more than 4.2 million books and journals and support for more than 29,000 online accounts. Berlin's housing market offers a wide range of apartments and rooms. Housing is available in many different sizes both at different
prices and in all Berlin neighborhoods. In preparing your stay in Berlin in your home country you should look for initial information about accommodation in the city. To facilitate your search, we refer you to a review of local sources of real estate information in Berlin.If you do not have an apartment when you arrive in Berlin, you can rent a room from the
University guest house for the first few weeks. Today, Prince Heinrich's former Palais on Unter den Linden Avenue, is the university's representative headquarters As an integral part of Berlin's wonder city center, it attracts many visitors every year. The Humboldt-Universität Institutes are grouped into three main campuses. Campus Mitte – rich in tradition – is
home to arts and humanities, law, economics and business studies, as well as theology. At the picturesque Campus Nord, life sciences are concentrated. Mathematics and natural sciences are located on the modern, high-tech campus of Adlershof. HU Berlin Sport and Recreation offers students and staff a variety of course programs. In addition to traditional
sports such as football, volleyball and basketball, you can also try trendy sports like Zumba, climbing or kickboxing. Sport and recreation are constantly increasing in demand (especially for health/sports courses) with a comprehensive, special program. More than 80 sports and forms of exercise are offered to about 17,000 participants each semester. The
Sport and Recreation programme also includes workshops, advanced trainings and competitive events. Former Humboldt-Universität students can choose from a variety of initiatives and associations. These are support activities such as graduation, alumni gatherings and career services. Due to their specific faculty relationships, these associations offer
specialized events and contacts. The Central Alumni Office wants to encourage further exchanges between initiatives and offers a central service to both alumni and initiatives afterwards. Deadline: 30 June 2020 application for Studyportals scholarship win up to €10,000 to cover your tuition fees. Follow your dream of studying abroad with the help of our
scholarship. Apply for Scholarship 16 (Pre-)Masters 1 Short Courses Find More Doctoral Sciences
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